Introduction
Shape analysis aims at analysing the geometrical properties of a given object (e.g. organ or bone). Given a set of shapes, statistics can be estimated and modelled from this training population. Such models are useful to classify healthy and pathological subjects or to generate shape priors for image segmentation. Model construction involves establishment of corresponding points and shape parameterization is a common approach to solve this task, but inevitably introduces distortions. To reduce these, we propose to triangulate the shapes' parameterizations rather than the shapes themselves.
Methods
We consider 3D shapes of genus zero that can be mapped bijectively to the unit-2-sphere. Initially, the shapes are available as binary image segmentations (implicit surfaces). The embedding of the shapes in the parameter domain is calculated based on the cuberille method, by this means exploiting the isotropic size and regular connectivity of the original voxels. After this embedding we want to achieve a triangular mesh representation. Therefore, we split the quadrilaterals of the cuberille representation in parameter domain along their longest geodesic diagonal, which is a great-circle distance and can be calculated using the haversine formula. Finally, the obtained mesh topology is transferred from the sphere to the shape.
Results
Evaluation involves three groups of medically relevant objects of varying complexity: hippocampus, liver, and mandible bone. Visual inspection of the parameterizations obtained by triangulating quadrilaterals on the sphere leads to a better mesh quality for both, the spherical parameterization and the shape itself. This improvement can also be measured quantitatively, whereas the effect increases the more complex the shape.
Conclusion
A simple yet efficient method to improve the mesh quality of spherically parameterized shapes is introduced. Shape analysis of such kind of objects is an active area of research and, accordingly, the generation of high-quality mesh representations as devised here is of practical relevance.
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